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Comments.  Please describe issues you have experienced with cellular phone and/or internet service coverage at your lake property. 
                       (identifying information removed, typos and grammatical errors left in). 

 
1 During most waking hours service is very limited or non-existant. Some coverage is available late at night and very early in the morning. 

2 
Internet service is only really workable early morning or later in the evening when you can depend upon it. Bell Canada are saying they have problems with 
their tower transmitting reliable signals. 

3 
No major issues. We occasionally experience cell phone cutoff but not to the point of deciding to get a landline. Internet service isn't as fast as "in town" 
but is fast enough for work and other purposes. Of course we'd be happy with improvements to either service but all things considered, we are not badly 
off where we happen to reside. 

4 Internet service ok.  Unable to receive or send texts or phone calls 

5 I have terrible service and the booster helped but it is still not great.  I would work from the cottage if I had better service. 

6 
Dropped calls. Cell service only within my cottage or the immediate vicinity of the booster probably less than 15 yards from the cottage.  
  Poor quality audio signal on receiving end of my cell calls often noted by receiving callers.   Slow speed downloads in the range of1.2 -1.7mbps. from our 
Internet service provider that is suggesting they provide and charging us for up to 10 MB per second!   

7 
The coverage at our cottage is horrible for both cell service and 3G, 4G and LTE.  We have installed a booster but it offers marginal improvement at best.   
Early morning seems to be the only time we have a so-so reliable signal - then it fades to nothing throughout the day. 

8 Very poor coverage all the time 

9 
Cell phone may not work at all, or may cut out during a conversation. Sometimes it is possible to find a particular  spot to stand where the service is 
adequate for a few minutes, but this is not consistent.  With respect to the internet, I have the lowest level of Xplornet service, so the connection is often 
quite slow, but it is reliable. Since I mostly use it for texting or email, this is adequate. 

10 
 

Not being able to have my current provider add on the cottage as connection to my service. Also, when asking a company like Storm or Xplornet, it's very 
expensive as a stand-along option, plus there are no "seasonal" packages to accommodate the folks who's cottage is a seasonal one. 

11 
Bell can not provide DSL internet service because of the poor line quality and distance from the CO. I also just changed my home phone service to Storm 
VOIP because of the very poor line quality on the Bell line.  I have fair LTE service in the house, but 3G or no service when visiting the neighbours down by 
the lake. 

12 

Cell phone service for Bell is very patchy.   Service for Roger's is nearly non-existent. I have a booster that has improved the signal by about 10%.    It is still 
extremely unreliable. I am self employed and need to be in touch with work and this causes me a lot of inconvenience.  I have not bothered with internet 
since all of my neighbours say it is horrible amd overpriced.  It's very disappointing since so many people live up there year round now.  I hope a new tower 
is put up and that internet service improves. 

13 Phone service is weak, drifts in and out. 

14 Telus this year is very poor. 1 bar on my phone. 
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15 
Our property does not have enough room for a tower since it has a hydro line running through the middle of it.  if you move around you get maybe 3 bars 
out of 5 service level but it does not stay long or you get bumped off the service? If we had good fast speed internet service then I could work from the 
cottage once in awhile.  Thanks. 

16 
This year I have noticed a marked decrease in cellular availability over past years. It has never been acceptable, which is odd considering the Rogers tower 
is in Dewitt Corners.   The need for good service, particularly for emergency services can not be understated. 

17 Limited service with cell and cannot get any tv service at all  WE have a land line thru bell. 

18 
We already have a tower for our television antenna and our internet radio transmitter.  We would be willing to discuss a cellular provider putting product 
on our tower. 

19 We can usually get cell service standing outside on the back porch.  Inside, the rotary dial phone from the 1960's works well. 

20 
We currently house a tower/node and relay equipment in our tallest pine tree for Storm. They placed it years ago and the system works flawlessly. We are 
a micro node host for Storm. 

21 Little or no Rogers service on the property. Storm has never been an issue. 

22 
The cellar service is very sporadic from any points on my property or any of the areas surrounding Christie Lake.  Internet service is extremely poor and 
slow.  Even with a tower the service is marginally better but still quite slow. 

23 
I have no issues with cell coverage at our lake property but my husband does at our lake property and in most areas around the lake.  He also uses Telus.  
Perhaps it is the different phone types we have (he has an Android with newer 5G technology and I have a Blackberry with older 3G technology)? 

24 
 

Cell coverage is marginal at best.   Internet is very slow and extremely expensive. 

25 

When at the cottage property, I receive absolutely no cellular phone service coverage whatsoever. I run my own business and do find it quite difficult not 
to be able to access service. I frequently have to drive out to Perth or pause momentarily on the side of the road closer to our property just to load emails 
and voicemails necessary for my business.  We used to have dial-up internet through the land line at the cottage, but it was so unbelievably slow 
compared to high speed internet at my home that we gave up. After looking into the few high-speed options available to the lake property, we discovered 
that it was going to be prohibitively expensive. We would absolutely use internet service at the lake if it was easier/more affordable. 

26 
I am forced to pay for expensive and poor landline service due to lack of reliable cel coverage. Due to a family member in poor health reliable phone 
service is essential.  Lack of acceptable internet and cel service degrades our enjoyment of our beautiful lake property and negatively impacts the amount 
of time we can spend there. 

27 We have very little cellular phone coverage in our home and have to walk up the streps outside to get coverage. 

28 
Our cottage is in a rock sided valley.  While we have a booster with a directional Zagi antenna it is not likely high enough to get a clear signal.  It it my 
understanding that the closet Bell tower is along Hwy 7 near Maberly.  Signal strength is variable. 

29 Cellular- I have no service at all.  Internet is slow and too expensive. 

30 Cellular works only in the upper portion of our property and not in the lower portion where our cottage is located. 

31 Internet is slow but then we have not updated to a higher speed as we are only at the cottage for 4 months of the year and it is adequate for our needs. 
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32 Very spotty connections. Limited access to internet and phone using cell phone. 

33 We get one bar or data or 3G/LTE coverage when the wind blows the right way other than that we have no signal in the house or on the deck. 

34 We normally drive to Perth to update our mail messages or if we need to make a call. 

35 
Cellular Phone service is extremely weak.  Need a tower on the south shore...not the north shore where the drop from the hill to the lake limits the signal 
strength. 

36 
Cell phone often does not work unless sitting under or very close to cell phone booster. May not work even then.   Internet service often does not work 
when there is rain or snow or windy weather or too many leaves even with a satellite!   Cost of satellite is high and poor service for the cost. 

37 Patchy and weak cell service. Internet is limited to 80 mbps, completely shuts down after a couple weeks of very low internet usage. 

38 Celluar coverage is hit and miss even with cell booster. Internet xplornet sat is fine 

39 Total inadequate coverage, as well as speed for internet 

40 
Koodo is ok during off peak hours.   Koodo works for texts only with no attchments.  Some calling ability in specific locations but the service generally cuts 
out during peak hours.  No service with Bell. 

41 
We cannot get internet coverage. Too far  away from the central office (Westport) for VoIP and cannot get a good line  of sight to any towers or the sky 
(hills and trees) for satellite coverage.    I have a cell booster mounted high up in a large tree pointing towards the Bell tower and still cannot get a good 
signal. I have tried pointing to the Rogers tower but coverage is worst. 

42 Internet service is slow, company says the signal is good. That is a mater of opinion. 

43 

Land line from Westport has always been poor to fair at best. Line is extremely noisy.  Xplornet service is not as promised and does not support VOIP 
adequately, therefore I have the minimum service package.  Storm internet signal cannot reach this end of the Lake.  I volunteered my DMX tower if they 
could relocate it and they refused.  Bell service is one bar at best, often cuts out and I have to be outside to complete calls on some occasions.  This end of 
the Lake is poorly served by all of the above.  I have offered my tower to xplornet and storm.  Xplornet  said no.   Storm said yes if I paid for relocation for 
which I received an estimate of $5000.00.  Westport telephone has categorically refused to improve service in fact they have difficulty maintaining 
minimum service to the point that we have given up complaining. 

44 Happy with my Internet service. Would really like a cellular phone that would work inside my house. 

45 No cell phone service at all, had internet for a short while with xplornet , but it was so bad I canceled it. 

46 Satellite internet is vary expensive and limited. 

47 We have to maintain a very expensive and redundant landline because of our inability to get reliable cell service. 

48 
We cannot get a cell signal at our cottage. So we have neither cell service or internet access. To a large extent, this is a conscious decision to limit use of 
electronics. But it would be nice to be able to dispense with our land line and access the internet/cell service on a limited basis. 
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49 

I have called 911 for my father- in- law. It was beyond frustrating as he lay on the wet ground in the rain while waiting for an ambulance. I reached 911 
however the conversation was impossible to continue as the reception was so poor for the 911 operator to follow. I was unsure if the information had 
been relayed to 911  Health care professionals also have faced many challenges as they couldn't access files, etc due to no service for their laptops. My cell 
phone is virtually useless in the Christie Lake area. Anyone who contacts me by my cell number has to be redirected to my landline. I find this so frustrating 
not to mention very expensive compared to the service in the Perth area. For example Bell has a Bell Fibe package that includes cell & TV pricing that is 
less than my satellite service.  

50 
Up until 3 years ago Rogers service was fine at our property. I called Rogers last year and managed to escalate the issue. It is my belief that they are aware 
that there is an issue on their tower at Dewitt's corners but they are not interested in fixing it. 

51 
We have minimal cell service in our cottage. We are using a signal booster that increases the level slightly but phones will only work right beside the 
booster box.  We are using Xplornet internet via satellite dish. The internet is slow which makes working from home very difficult and expensive.   

52 No service unless walking to the back of property or on road. Even there, service is sporadic. 

53 
Cell phone access is ONLY from certain sweet spots within the cottage and occasionally even those don't work!   Internet access is reliable but VERY 
expensive, so no videos, streaming, downloading… 

54 
Our internet drops in and out during the day.  Makes it really tough to make work sales calls when the service drops.  It doesn't look professional and have 
lost business because of it.   Over the years the only cell service provider that works ok in our area is Rogers.   All the rest we have tried and they all failed.  
Some have no service at all. 

55 
Seems to be Deadzone across entire North-shore within a few Km's either direction at our site.  If Phone left unattended will get intermittent signal 
enough to get messages, or email, but not consistent service.   Internet is so spotty, I gave up trying.  Brother in law does use a booster of some type for 
work.  

56 Phone cuts out in certain areas of the cottage. limited internet with 3G. 

57 
Our cell phones do not work in the cottage and are very spotty outside - need to go down the road or on the lake to make a call.  We tried to get internet a 
couple of years ago and even with the TV antenna, Storm indicated we could not.    Very odd as we are on a point and not completely surrounded by trees. 

58 We have no signal that allows the use of cell phone but we can send messages sometime.  Some neighbors have internet service - slow and costly. 

59 
I can only use my cell phone if I am in the perfect location, I had looked into getting internet but the only option was satellite internet and it was too costly. 
It would be great to get better service in the area. 

60 No cellular reception at all.  Internet service is costly compared to our home. 

61 Walk up a hill to access cell phone. 

62 
No cell phone reception at all and limited internet reception as well. Would consider allowing a tower on property if company gave us a discount on our 
service 

63 Our services are 3G and slow but adequate for text based tasks.  We would refuse a tower as our property is very small.   

64 
Internet service is only 3G so it is limited in terms of video- quite slow.  In addition, only a very few people can be on the network simultaneously or it 
slows down to a crawl. Internet is adequate for text based downloads. 
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65 Bell service seems not as good as previous years.   Have  tried to get internet service in the past but too costly 

66 

My wife and I both have Motorola flip phones which we use only as emergency communications devices.  They are about 10 years old.  Work well in urban 
areas.  No problems in Perth or in Kanata where our primary residence is.  They were very reliable at Christie Lake up until two years ago.  Not able to 
receive a signal in our cottage.  If you walk 50 yards towards the lake you can sometimes pick up a signal.  Our service is provided by Rogers.  Phones work 
when we are travelling to the United States - switches over to AT&T.   We have a Bell land-line at the cottage property and Shaw Satellite Services. 

67 

For the past several years, we disconnected our land phone line and used a cellular "Rocket/Turbo Hub" device to provide wifi and phone service to the 
cottage.  However the cost of data on the cellular Rocket/Turbo Hub became prohibitive, so we have now cancelled that service.  Anyone using the cottage 
must now rely on their own cell phone and use a hotspot for internet.  Certain cell provider seem to be broadcasting better signals than others to our area.   
Cell service to my phone (using Rogers) seems to have gotten worse this past year but I don't know if Rogers has changed their signal systems in the area.  
Our cottage is on the south shore, down the hill along the shoreline, which seems to prevent it from receiving satellite and some cell signals. 

68 
 
 

We were never satisfied with the land line provided by WTC since there was a lot of static and it was unreliable.  It was clear that WTC was not too 
concerned about remote locations or in adding new services such as internet so we moved to Explorenet and now use our cellular with a booster at the 
cottage. 

69 

Firstly, thank you v much CLA for proactively pursuing this v important item.  I am at the Lake on & off from May to October and often do business / work 
from the Lake requiring reliable cell service.  I recently switched providers from Telus to Rogers and added a $$ booster -- improvement marginal.  We 
used to have a land line but line was noisy and internet is a necessity these days.  Our cottage is in a bit of a well treed holler so a Xplornet dish is not an 
practical option.  Bottom Line -- descent reliable constant cell service is not too much to ask -- its about time Canada or at least southern Ontario caught up 
to the rest of the world -- I get better much cheaper cell service in rural Zimbabwe.  again, Many Thanks CLA for taking the initiative -- fingers-crossed!!!  
On the lake since 1961. 

70 

The satellite internet service includes a VOIP phone (number above). We also have two Telus cell phones. The satellite service experiences technical 
problems at times and results in poor call quality. The cell phone reception varies on the property. A one or two bar signal can be achieved but is 
sometimes lost.  The internet through the wifi does not seem to be able to make â€œTelus wifi assistâ€• improve the cell phone call quality.  Visitors to 
the property generally have cell phone connection problems. Many areas of the local roads we use do not have good cell coverage and calls are sometimes 
dropped. When boating on the lake there are many areas without cell phone coverage. 

71 

Cellular service used to be acceptable when we had analog â€œbrickâ€• phones through Bell who discontinued the service over a decade ago.  Digital 3G 
and LTE coverage is spotty at best.  We worked around this by purchasing iPhones which have a proprietary WiFi phone service.  Meaning that the iPhone 
will automatically route in and outgoing cellular calls through our Wylan â€œpizza boxâ€• internet service from Xplornet.  The Xplornet internet service 
will reliably route our usual internet traffic but very, very, very slowly.  Each day I receive a digital copy of the Ottawa Citizen.   In the city my LTE iPhone 
will download a copy in approximately 15-20 seconds and perhaps 5 or 6 seconds on a commercial grade internet.  Our Xplornet service will often take 20 
to 30 minutes to perform the same download.   Netflix works but on an overcast summer day when everyone is inside and connected (watching cat 
videos?) our Netflix will often pause, taking a minute or so to spool up and continue with the show  In the end we are grateful just to have connectivity 
because we've been here long enough to remember when we didn't. 
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72 No cell signal available at the island. 

73 

1. Our VOIP Phone works so erratically we use cell service which is adequate - not good - until there is wind which is often or rain where drop off is 
frequent. Skype actually holds better but the delay is awkward. We have a dish mounted  in a clearing directed towards the closest satelite tower but it is 
either not suffciently powerful a signal or too many users are now constantly using it in a streaming entertainment world. We do find that wired internet 
provides us better reliability than wifi. 

74 

The cell service depends on which service provider individual visitors have. Most of us who use the cottage use Rogers, some Bell - both are poor to non-
existent, depending on where they go on the property (better higher up, but only marginally). Telus users are better served because there is line-of-site to 
one of their towers across the lake.  See reply to Q 8d above. It would be desirable to have a single network of towers covering all service providers rather 
than competing systems. Our impression is that the Telus coverage builds on the old CN-CP system along the railway tracks and we wonder if the tower 
behind Station Bay (which we understand is where we get our Storm internet service signal from) could be used to service all the cell phone providers.    
We get our TV service via a Bell satellite dish, although Bell provides the phone service through the old land lines - is there scope for an upgrade there?   So 
far our telecommuting needs have been well served by Storm. 

75 
The internet speed is too slow to download videos without constant pauses. Very annoying. I hope the speed can be vastly improved. As is, it is only useful 
for email, not any kind of streaming. 

76 
Most of the time there is no cellular phone service. When there is service and we are using the phone for calling or texting it is not unusual for the service 
to drop the call or fail to deliver the text. 

77 No real service at the property.  Need to drive in towards Perth before any data is received. 

78 
We have no coverage at all without the booster. Even with the booster service is unreliable especially during the summer weekends.    Internet is only Ok. 
Nowhere near urban standards. 

79 
Our cellphones are with a US provider.  We experience spotty service even though we purchased and installed a cellphone booster. Unless we are in the 
room where the booster is located, we will most likely have dropped calls.  Anything that could be done to improve our cellphone reliability would be 
helpful.    Our internet service is pretty good. It has gotten better since we went with a satellite. 

80 

In terms of Cell Phone Service the Bell/Telus towers are either too far away(Perth Hwy 511) or are north of us and point down Hwy 7 and do not cover the 
North Shore well. The service, even with a Booster is not great and the 3G service is better than 4G service. Cell service depends very much on whether 
your carrier is Bell/Telus(use the same towers which are further away) or Rogers which has a tower in Dewitts Corners - and which side of the lake you are 
on, and of course how many obstacles you have in the way.  In terms of Satellite the Xplornet offering using ViaSat 2 works very well but the issue is that 
with a 100GB usage cap you can only use it for a minor amount of streaming etc. Internet services need to  be uncapped or at least have a very high usage 
option for a reasonable price. 

81 
Very poor service. Intermittent cell phone signal. Have to walk outside to various spots to get signal or get in car and drive down the road.  They want 
$1000+ to install tower. Too expensive.   Have now discontinued the xplornet. 

82 Guests with Rogers can't get good reception.  They must walk out to our road to do so.   Internet service is good... few problems. 
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83 No bars.... 

84 
In an attempt to improve cell service, we have contracted Telus, Fido, Freedom, and Koodo.  Problems with all.  Latest issues are dropped calls and no ring 
on incoming calls.   Calls can be completed (in and out) in one small corner of our porch.  Very frustrating. 

85 
Dropped calls; Missed calls because phone did not ring; spotty signal for cell phone data. Service Provider does not make much difference. We have had 
Koodo, Fido and Freedom 

86 
In response to question 10 a more accurate answer would have been MAYBE.  I say this because it would depend upon a range of factors such as the 
height and footprint of the tower. What sort of access the service provider would require and if the tower would be illuminated at night?  I use Verizon but 
while at the at the lake I am in rooming mode and use Telus, Bell and Rogers. 

87 

All issues relate to reliability.  If weather is inclement, it always directly affects the reliability of cell and wifi even though there are 2 different providers  
With respect to wifi through Xplornet, service deteriorates around 8 pm almost every evening, regardless of weather.  Xplornet says this is a result of 
traffic volume on the satellite which seems like a weak excuse to me.    With respect to cell coverage, we can go to a one specific corner of our three-
season porch or outside to an open area and service can be quite good if the weather is good.  If the weather is not good or during the cold winter months, 
this is not a viable solution. 

88 
Our service signal varies from 0-2 bars and often drops a call.  Even with our cell booster, which has been adequate the past, the signal for the summer of 
2019 was not at all reliable.  It has been a serious concern and could be life threatening in an emergency situation. 

89 
We did try using a cellular booster but it did not help ($700) - we have seen a steady decline in our signal at the cottage - since we are summertime only it 
is cost prohibitive to sign up with one of the area providers since they want to charge year round - this change in signal is been noticeable over the last two 
summers - phone calls are spotty and this is very dangerous in my opinion - especially since 911 was mentioned in this survey.  Thanks 

90 Dropped calls, poor connections, no service sometimes 

91 
Very expensive internet Cost and not fast.   Poor cellular and land line service.  Land line has constant hum and intermittent static.  Bell has been contacted 
and tried to repair but we have been told that the wires/equipment are old. 

92 Storm is a good service.   Once used Telus cell-based internet.  It was terrible. 

93 
The only place I can get cellular service is at the end of our dock. I'm not too discouraged by this as I'm at the cottage to relax not work. However, having a 
bit more coverage and an internet option would prove beneficial from a safety perspective. Our landline was uninstalled a few years ago as there was no 
proper maintenance on the line down our road. 

94 Have to go down to dock to get limited cellular service 

95 
1.  not able to receive incoming calls that are of importance or to send important information when required.  2.   A worry that if 911 was needed for fire 
or health, the call couldn't be sent. 
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96 

Our bell/sympatico service is extremely weak. One bar is the best you can get using a booster and there is zero signal when driving anywhere on the roads 
within about 10 miles of the property. So emergency service is useless in the event of an accident/emergency on Hanna or Althorpe roads. Most times, to 
use our cell phones, we have to stand right beside our in house booster in order to hold/maintain/make the call.   For our security system, we had to install 
a special ADC GSM (Wireless Communicator) in order to establish a consistent & reliable communications connection for security monitoring.  I'm not 
certain how strong this communications connection is nor how reliable however I do not experience contact from my alram monitoring company 
complaining of lost communications so I figure this form of comminications works well.  A special antenna had to be installed in order for the GSM to work.    
Bell Canada offers no coverage in the area at all for internet service and the WTC out of Westport for land line is extremely expensive with rates that are 
non competive and prehistoric (1960's -1970's) in their rates (long distance, etc) and in my view take advantage of the lack of service in the area to 
basically financially gouge customers who have no choice but to chose to use them. They are in a monoply situation with no competition for land line 
services. You either use them or abandon your established land line. xPlorenet (satelite internet) is also extremely expensive to use and not competitive in 
our area. Storm Internet provides a good internet service for a fair price but it's service is oldish and provides lower levels of upload (1) and download (10) 
as compared to current city service. This therefore does not allow for reliable & consistent internet activities such as streaming (Netflicks) and if you 
combine VOIP with this service, streaming becomes virtually impossible as the VOIP bandwidth requirements will take priority in order to maintain/reserve 
bandwidth for a call.  The downside to the storm service is that it requires constant, direct, line of sight with their tower to work so trees & leaves and 
weather can become a factor. 

97 
We had to buy a 300$ unit to just get any service on our island and even with that it’s still sketchy service.  On top of that we pay $60 a month whether we 
are there or not to use it when we are there.  We have a telephone pole on the island, they are more than welcome to put what ever they need to on that, 
or replace it with a tower to help every one get real cell/internet service on Christy. 

 


